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Digital Oscilloscopes
Teledyne LeCroy have released the NEW WaveSurfer510 Digital Oscilloscope
which offers a Sampling Rate of 10GS/s on 4 Channels and a Bandwidth of 1GHz without
compromise. It features the MAUI user interface and has Power, Spectrum Analysis and
Serial Trigger & Decode as options. Teledyne LeCroy have also released the New Model
HDO9000 Series which has 10 Bit Resolution up to 4GHz Bandwidth at a Sampling Rate
of 40GS/s. Teledyne LeCroy have a reputation for their High Resolution 12 Bit Digital
Oscilloscopes with up to 8 Channels, 1GHz Bandwidth and a Sampling Rate of 10GS/s.

GW Instek have introduced a Mixed Domain Digital Oscilloscope for applications
that require Time Domain and Frequency Domain Analysis simultaneously. The Model
MDO2204EX Digital Oscilloscope provides 1GS/s Sampling Rate, 200MHz Bandwidth,
4 Channels, 10M Acquisition Memory , a Spectrum Analyser and a large 8” Colour
Display. It also includes a 25MHz Dual Channel Arbitrary Waveform Generator and a
Power Supply making it a value packed, high performance analysis instrument.

AC/DC Calibration
Transmille have recently introduced the Model 4015
Precision Multifunction Calibrator which has 15ppm accuracy
adding to the Model 4010 which boasts 8ppm Accuracy, both
featuring a Currant range of 30Amps up to a frequency of 30KHz.
Transmille have also released the NEW Model 8104 Precision 8 1/2 Digit Metrology Digital Multimeter which introduces a new user
interface experience utilising a full Colour Display. The 8100 Series Multimeter signals a revolution in the way that precision measurements are performed featuring 4ppm or 9ppm Accuracy, Up to 30 Amps Currant Ranges and a Resistance Measurement to 1TΩ.
Ultra low input bias current on DC Voltage inputs minimise errors when utilised as
a null meter with Resistive Dividers, and High Input Impedance on AC Voltage up to
10V reduces errors when measuring current through use of current shunts to enable the 8100 Series ensuring reliable measurements across multiple functions. Dynamic display of accuracy, measurement uncertainty, standard deviation and more
provide metrologists with immediate feedback of their measurement and enable
users to maximise performance while improving confidence in measurements all
integrated and automated by Procal Calibration software.

Battery Analysers
Arbin

Battery Analysers and Test Systems are the first stop when fast rise time and
accurate control of system parameters and Charge/Discharge cycles are required for
applications such as Material Research, Batteries and Super Capacitors. Arbin offer the
most flexible test systems for future channel and power expansion. MITS Pro software
has the capability of running any standard or customized test profiles that are required
for your research such as Life Cycle Testing, performing charge/discharge cycling of multiple cells or batteries simultaneously to obtain charge and discharge capacity, energy,
DC internal resistance, and other valuable information.
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RF & Microwave
Narda has introduced the NEW SignalShark Signal Analyser with a Frequency Range of 10KHz to
8GHz an Extremely High Sweep Rate of up to 40 GHz/s, 40 MHz Real-Time instantaneous bandwidth,
High Time Resolution Spectrogram, powerful, live Persistence Spectrum to find hidden signals, full
automatic Direction Finding and a High Dynamic Range (HDR) Receiver. Whether making a wideband
measurement of an entire frequency range, detecting hidden signals, reliably capturing very short
impulses or localizing interference signals, SignalShark provides comprehensive measurement solutions for the increasingly complex RF spectrum.

Pickering

have available the most comprehensive range of Switching systems in the industry. Designed
and manufactured for use in electronic test and simulation, offer the largest range of switching for PXI, LXI
and PCI applications. Their expanding range gives you the right amount of switching & performance at the
right price. Multiplexing and Matrix Switch Systems at DC to 65GHz as well as Fault Insertion and Programmable Resistor Cards are designed for applications such as Optical, Telecommunications, Avionics and USB
Systems.

Data Acquisition
Dataforth

provide instrument grade Data Acquisition products and Signal Conditioning modules for applications that require isolation and protection. Dataforth are well known for the 5B signal Conditioning Modules
and have now released the cost effective MAQ20 multi channel system providing acquisition of parameters
such as Voltage, Current, Temperature, Strain and Frequency in a robust enclosure which would suit laboratory
and industrial applications equally.

Programmable Power Supplies/Amplifiers
Pacific Power

has released their new Model AFX Series Power Supplies
offering AC and DC Operation, Frequency Range of DC to 1200Hz, Arb Waveform
Generator, Precision Output in an efficient small footprint. Pacific Power offer
Low Noise Linear & Switch type Programmable AC Single & 3-Phase Power Supplies with a frequency range to 5KHz and a power range from 1KVA to 626KVA.

GW Instek produce a wide range of

Value Test Equipment including Digital Oscilloscopes, Digital
Multimeters, Spectrum Analysers, Signal Generators, LCR Meters as well as a comprehensive Range of
Single and Multi Channel Power Supplies for general Laboratory applications.

Trek

are the industry standard for High Voltage Amplifiers & Power Supplies which have
Voltage ranges up to 50kV & Frequency ranges to 3MHz. Trek also have a range of Contact &
Non-Contact Electrostatic Voltmeters, Resistivity Meters, Piezo Drivers and High Voltage
Function Generators.

AC/DC & DC/DC Converters—eMobility & Rail Industry
BelPower

have readopted the brand name Melcher as it is the benchmark in

Rail industry DC/DC Converters complying to all rail industry standards as well as
providing a reputable, robust and reliable product specifically designed for the harsh
environment. BelPower have recently released two new products. The RCM500 and
RCM1000 Series converters are optimized for 72 or 110 V railway batteries. The output delivers 24 V with 500 or 1000 W of output power. The LBC Series is a ruggedized Battery Charger consisting of 2 or 3 Parallel Independent AC-DC Converters employing a PFC stage and insulated DCDC stage to convert the 3 –Phase input Voltage of 400/480VAC
(line to line) to a Bus voltage suitable for 110VDC Battery Charging.
BelPower also offer a broad range of industrial AC/DC , DC/DC
and DC/AC Power Supplies to suit numerous applications.
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